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MARKET MANIPULATION: LESSONS AND REFORM 
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by ECON Vice President and Rapporteur – Arlene McCarthy MEP

This public consultation is organised in the context of the preparation of the ECON Committee reports by Arlene 
McCarthy MEP based on the Commission amended proposals of 25 July 2012 for a Regulation on insider 
dealing and market manipulation (market abuse) (COM(2012)421) and for a Directive on criminal sanctions for 
insider dealing and market manipulation (COM(2012)420).

Interested stakeholders are invited to respond to the questionnaire below. To facilitate the evaluation process,
concise and informative responses are welcome. 

Received contributions, together with the identity of the contributor, may be published on the European 
Parliament's website, unless contributors object to publication of their identity or parts of their responses. If 
contributors do not wish their identity or parts of their responses to be divulged, this should be clearly indicated 
and a non-confidential version should be submitted at the same time. In the absence of any indication of 
confidential elements, the ECON Secretariat will assume that the response contains none and that it can be 
published in its entirety.

Please send your answer to econ-secretariat@europarl.europa.eu by 17 September 2012 at 12.00.

IDENTITY OF THE CONTRIBUTOR

 Name of the person and/or organisation responding to the questionnaire:

 Description of the main activities of the organisation:

 Non-profit making organisation in the FIS and Market Data area with members from 
financial institutions in Switzerland and Liechtenstein.

 Buy side 

Please indicate whether you object to the publication of the identity of the contributor:

X  no,

If you object, an anonymous contribution may be published.

mailto:econ-secretariat@europarl.europa.eu


TOPIC 1: TACKLING THE CULTURE OF MANIPULATION 

Q1: How widespread is the problem? Are there other financial instruments, markets and/or 
benchmarks vulnerable to potential manipulation?

Unfortunately, one of our members is involved on the sell side in the LIBOR issue. 

As it seems that if no underlying transactions are effected or there is no electronic trace of them -
such markets seem to be worth any investigations. Having participated myself in the Morning and 
Afternoon Silver fixings where effective transactions were executed over the phone and or directly in 
the meeting room we understand that manipulation has never arisen in the commodity area. The 
same is applicable for the Gold Fixings.

Manipulation of equity, bond, commodity, or other indices and interest rate or foreign exchange 
(FX) benchmarks may cause problems in nearly every area of asset management and interest rates 
exposures towards customers/investors. The FX market as its volume is so huge seems not to be “in 
for such manipulations”. Clearly a result of electronic order routing and trading.

Investors are immediately and negatively affected by manipulation of benchmarks such as LIBOR 
that are used to price instruments held in the fund e.g floating rate notes or deposits which are 
directly or indirectly priced by reference to Libor, Euribor, Eonia or similar interest rate benchmarks.
Consumers (clients of financial institutions) are affected via LIBOR on their mortgage (lending) 
pricing. Structured products are often priced in a foreign currency and with the 4 pm Reuters and or 
WM data rates (similar to the ECB rate). Albeit in the latter “fixings” the market is so transparent 
with the OTC running at the same time that we are not aware of any “manipulated” pricing.

Possibly affected areas :

 Firstly, structured products with an index replication 

 ETF’s. These products usually are based on public indices and benchmarks. 

 Actively managed funds. See asset allocation. 

 Areas with high fees for the buy side such as for indices and benchmarks. Just to find in the 
industry a few names the most important suppliers once that have been so creative to increase 
their fees via IP and copyright as well as branding issues lately. Such fees form part of the 
remuneration of the structure and have to be paid by the consumer. 

In summary, it seems to us that any alleged manipulation such in the LIBOR area are due to non-
underlying effective transactions when the fixing takes place. Only real transactions (and in our 
opinion they do not matter whether large and or small size) in combination with transactions effected 
at the same time OTC (over an MTF) give the investor a clear overview and comparison possibility 
towards the fixed price at a certain time. Futures and cash market to be more combined.

However, what we see is a misuse and a misinterpretation from providers regarding IP and 
copyrights. The cost for establishing a product for asset management, structuring purposes has 
increased dramatically as the vendors charge via terminals, data feed, derived data and “manipulated 
data” not only internally but also in the dissemination market. So internal financial employees/users 
are charged multi fold across multiple chains. SIPUGs member informed us that cost explosion let to 
the abolishment of many products because the cost incurred for the information and the straight 
through processing does not leave any more spread that the purchaser is willing to pay. 
Unfortunately, this IP and lately branding fees are fixed fees and can hardly be waved. They occur 



via view mode, data basing mode, derivation mode, branding mode, lately the most bizarre
definition seen by “manipulation mode vendor definition” and distribution mode via multi fold
channels.

What action should be taken to ensure these forms of market abuse are tackled?

Public fixings should take place (as in the past) going forward and or participants form electronic 
fixings in which transactions are electronically effected and the amounts and the pricing is published 
within a time window. MTF’s as OTC markets should be encouraged. These resulting data feeds 
should be publicly available without any cost via information providers and or direct API with the 
MTF for all financial institutions purposes including switching and mapping (see Thomson Reuters 
RIC Case 39.654). In light of the huge economic importance of indices and benchmarks we support 
specific regulation on all providers. Whether it is like an MTF and or an Exchange is not so 
important – underlying transactions price and volume transparencies are key. 

In addition on benchmarks and indices: It should be clarified by the Regulators those benchmarks, 
their weighting and their constituencies are public goods and free of any IP, copyright royalty 
payment as occurred currently. No cost and or low cost products only guarantee for transactions.

Overall the Exchange, the MTF is rewarded with transaction volumes to account for their cost.

Another approach is that Regulators encourage benchmark provision outside the official Exchange 
via non-profit making organisation and under no IP and copyrights. It will take time until the asset 
managers will accept but godfathering such completion by the Regulations would be a first sign of 
improving current “IP war cost conditions” in the industry.

Q2: What action should be taken to ensure the integrity and quality of all benchmarks, 
financial instruments and markets?

a. Do both benchmarks and those entities that input into the setting of the benchmark need to be 
regulated?

 Given the fact that index and benchmark providers are economically at least if not of 
even larger importance to financial markets than rating agencies their regulation is 
long overdue.

 As a matter of fact we are not aware that any Regulator intervened on consumer 
issues such as lately arisen on “manipulated data” topic. Consumer non-profit making 
organisations in the UK, in Germany, France and other countries are confronted with 
hundreds of complaints about licence fee fishing from the provider of all sorts.

 Regular controls in the area of contractual risks for the buyer of such products as well 
as the provider of the benchmarks service should occur and clarifications should be 
set on when is data in the public domain when is it freely available

 Pricing of fixings should be taped and published with effective transactions and 
specified windows (5 Minutes might not be enough)

 Particular attention should be on the contractual conditions that are in a monopolistic 
way being set up by Exchanges. So the soft factors should be regularly reviewed in 
order to reduce the contractual risk by the providers as well as users of benchmark, 
their constituencies and weightings.

It is to be rethought if the Exchanges do not offer to change to establish via the reporting a public 
inventory that is clearly free for consumption of the consumer containing all information on 
weightings and constituencies.  
If the providers of benchmark are not willing to change private efforts should be encouraged. Asset 
Managers should be encouraged to go away from the herd thinking “I do need to have the XYZ
index” otherwise I cannot sell the product.



b. Are traded rates as opposed to offered rates a better basis for input? Or should a 'hybrid' 
approach be adopted?

 Traded rates are a clear and transparent basis for input. Hybrid rates I assume rates created 
from underlying if the underlying’s are traded would be acceptable all – but it has to be 
transparent KISS for the consumer.

c. Should the posters of rates be granted anonymity? What would be the potential downside to 
such an approach? Would such a status add or diminish the integrity of prices?

 We think rates should be public as well as the counterparts. If the counterparts form part of 
transaction they will be “indirectly monitored”. As trading are mainly financial firms and can 
occur electronically (where counterparts on bid and offer prices are displayed) over a period 
criticality of anonymity of trading parties with regard to confidentiality will decrease. Block 
trades will decrease possibly too many small trades giving information about pricing in a 
more transparent way.

 We would support for consumers wanting transaction on the fixings via intermediaries that 
such transactions are free of any charge.

 We believe that the amount of trading indicates clearly the acceptance of transparency via the 
feed provisions – this should not be discouraged. If fees are reduced such effect could be 
achieved.

d. What kind of powers should regulators of the financial sector be given to set and introduce 
criminal sanctions for attempted or actual manipulation of benchmarks? 

 COM(2011) 651 concerning the direct manipulation of benchmarks. 
 COM(2011) 654 directive on criminal sanctions for insider dealing and market manipulation,
 CRA’s providers of indices and benchmarks should be included possible conflict of interests 

between Ratings provision and indices and benchmarks provision investigated (if they are 
not)

 Clearly and overall there is a contractual risk for any user (whether financial institution and 
or end consumer (client of a financial institution). Index and benchmark providers refuse any 
liability whatsoever in their contracts. The consumer has to be protected and he should have 
legal rights to claim damages against the service provider

TOPIC 2: ESTABLISHING INTEGRITY AND TRUST POST LIBOR/EURIBOR

Q3: What specific measures should be taken at European/Global level to improve investor 
confidence? How can cooperation between global regulators be improved?

How can legislators ensure continuity between existing contracts which rely on Libor/Euribor (some 
$500 trillion of contracts) and future contracts?

 Pass Regulation on above, introduce operational controls, review market conditions regularly 
(audits with important institutions in the LIBOR market)

 Establish license and fee free publications (including view mode over terminals, download/data 
feed capacity and the right for distribution) of all public indices and benchmarks (prices, 
weightings, constituencies)



 Introduce “contributors” identity by institution name on bid and offer side (intraday updates), 
including volumes on order routing and electronic dealing

 It is to be investigated when future contracts are dealt that at the same time LIBOR rates for the 
respective periods are mathematically calculated in order to have more transparency during 
business hours

 Regular audits of the counterparts by international coordination on the window setting for 
“Fixing” periods in all asset classes

Q4: What specific measures could be taken to enhance transparency and information quality in 
the financial sector?

 The introduction of a MM OTC MTF in the territory should be encouraged. Counterparties 
should not only contribute but “quote” in order to have a deal closing trail. Future market 
should include cash as well. Only deal closing increases transparency.

 Applicable also for indices and benchmarks where contractual changes urgently need to be 
established by Regulators (data in public domain – weightings and constituencies) and liabilities 
need to be reviewed 

 If private providers of Benchmark prices/values/rates refuse to publish constituents parts and 
their weightings on a central EC repository they activities should be prohibited going forward

 LIBOR all data should be downloadable (level 1 und 2 such as in the Exchanges)

 Fixing rates should be published via public inventory (EC repository?) with respective pricing 
and counterparts

Q5: What future action could be taken to achieve better governance in order to prevent future 
manipulation and establish integrity, trust and fairness in the financial services industry?

 Electronic transactions as proof of transparency

 EC repository

 Strengthen consumers position to be capable to claim damages with Service/Exchange Providers

 Actively investigate current contractual risks in the financial industry (IP and copyrights). 
Misuse of overleveraged fees along the dissemination chain of data.
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